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Your Career Accelerator
It is no coincidence that most senior executives hold an MBA 
degree. An MBA program gives you the rigorous academic and 
practical training you need to succeed in the business world. 
Over 70% of our students have received a promotion or job 
upgrade during their time in our program. 

An Investment for Life
What you gain from an MBA program stays with you not just for 
a year or two, but for a lifetime. Our students continue to benefit 
from our career resources and networking opportunities even 
after they graduate. As with all other important decisions in life, 
you should think about your long-term return on investment. An  
MBA can multiply the success of every career move you make 
and provide you with lifelong membership in an elite community.

A Transformational Experience 
An MBA program involves far more than day-to-day learning in 
the classroom. It is a self-refining process in which you will 
engage in networking activities, study tours, international 
exchange programs and leadership training events. Take part in 
this once-in-a-lifetime journey that will transform who you are 
and what you can become.

Widen Your Vision and Open New Doors 
With over 60 students in the class, representing more than 50 
different companies, our MBA program will introduce you to a 
vast range of industries and functions through peer learning. 
You will also meet senior business leaders from various fields 
at enrichment talks and networking events. This program opens 
doors to a world of limitless opportunities. 

The Value of an MBA
Are you ready to take your career to the next level? 

Let our program take you to heights you never imagined.

Investing in the HKUST MBA professional program 
was one of my best decisions. The program equipped 
me with skills in organizational leadership, business 
modeling, strategic thinking and management. 
It broadened my horizons and strengthened my 
professional network. An exchange to Ross 
Business School at the University of Michigan 
enabled me to connect with talented people from 
different cultures and business environments. With 
help from the HKUST alumni network and career 
service, I received a job offer and have been 
promoted twice.

Lynn Yang
Intake 2015
Pre-MBA: Online Retail Operations Manager, Amazon 
China
Current: Director of E-commerce, Crabtree & Evelyn

Pursuing the HKUST MBA was one of the best 
decisions I have ever made. I gained many good 
friends from different backgrounds. They are 
experts in different areas, and I can call on them for 
help at any time. This is a lifetime benefit for me. 
The MBA also enabled me to understand the 
business environment better, to learn about different 
cultures, to improve my communication skills and to 
speak the same language with business leaders as 
an HR. It also gave me the courage to break out of 
my comfort zone and to face the challenge of 
working in a totally different environment.

Viviana Ding
Intake 2014
Pre-MBA: HR manager, Century Technology
Current: HR Business Partner, Huawei Japan

After working for 10 years, I was looking for an 
opportunity to take myself to the next level of 
career development. That was my main reason for 
studying for an MBA at HKUST. Through the 
program, I extended my knowledge to much broader 
areas, learning not only from the professors but 
also from my classmates who have various 
backgrounds. The program helped me to see the 
world and business from a macro perspective and 
led me to my new career path. The HKUST MBA 
program is a great platform for your future career. 
With hard work, you can gain deep knowledge from 
world-class professors, make lifelong friends and 
meet future business partners. It is truly an 
opportunity to treasure.

Harrison Lin 
Intake 2015
Pre-MBA: Senior Product Marketing Manager, Intel China
Current: Deputy General Manager, China Fortune Land 
Development

As soon as I enrolled in the HKUST MBA program I 
realized that it was what I had been looking for. My 
experience working overseas had been mostly in 
the field, and I was becoming anxious about 
advancing my career. Over 2 years, the HKUST MBA 
helped me to build on my experience with academic 
knowledge delivered by world-class professors. 
HKUST is a place where a global vision is valued 
and applied. Learning from classmates and alumni 
from different backgrounds is something I will 
treasure throughout my life.

Falcon Wu 
Intake 2014
Pre-MBA: Consumer Sales Manager, Midea
Current: Asia Sales Director, TPR Group 
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HKUST is a dynamic and forward-thinking university that embraces a truly global outlook and an innovative spirit. Founded in 1991, we have rapidly established 
ourselves as a top global institution and have built a respectable reputation in the region by aligning our world-class educational resources with the growth momentum 
of Asia. The University has developed a unique East-West educational ethos centered on the core values of excellence, diversity, open-minded curiosity and an upbeat 
“can do” spirit. As the leading Global Business School in the region, our vision and ambitions distinguish us from the rest. 

HKUST Business School

Top15 for 9 consecutive years

MBA Program in the World

No.1 for 6 times in 9 years

MBA Program in Asia

We are the Leading Global Business School in Asia.

Amongst the Global Top 15 MBA Programs in 2018, we are ranked:

We also top the charts as:

No..3
Value for Money

1st
Business School in Asia to receive dual accreditation 
from AACSB (US) and EQUIS (Europe) 1st

MBA Program in Asia to be listed in 
all four major global MBA rankings No.1 EMBA Program in the World (conjoined with Kellogg) 

for 7 times in 10 years according to Financial Times

No..3
International Mobility

No..6
Salary Increment

No..6
Career Progress

As the regional leader in global business education, our MBA and EMBA programs have consistently been ranked among the world’s best. 
The Financial Times Global MBA Rankings 2018 named us:

Financial Times, Bloomberg, Businessweek, 
The Economist and Forbes
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*Financial Times Global MBA Rankings 2018

69
Students
per Intake

received promotion or
job upgrade during program

140+
Faculty

Members

85%
International

Faculty

60
Exchange School

Partners

20
Countries

Diversity is in our DNA
Our elite program admits over 60 students per intake, representing more than 50 companies. 
You can expect to meet a diverse group of talented individuals from different countries and 
professional backgrounds. We have also strengthened our curriculum with exchange programs, 
business case competitions, career treks and field trips to help widen your global perspective.  

Be Inspired by the Best Minds
It takes the best teachers to bring out the best in a student. Our esteemed faculty boasts some 
of the best scholars from prestigious global institutions as well as business leaders from 
Fortune 500 companies. They are all eager to share their valuable insights and practical real-life 
business experience with you to provide a springboard for your career success. With one of the 
smallest class sizes among the top global MBA programs, you can be sure to benefit from 
high-quality interactions with our faculty members.

Designed for Working Professionals
This is a 2-year part-time program designed to meet the needs and aspirations of working 
professionals. Classes are held on alternate weekends to enable you to set aside workplace 
worries and fully focus on your studies. We also provide dedicated career development 
resources to help you aim higher and go further.

Unparalleled International Experience
You only do your MBA once, so you might as well try to get the most out of it. We provide 
exciting options for our MBA for Professionals Program students including a full-semester 
Exchange program, study tours and plenty of field trip opportunities. You can seize these unique 
opportunities to broaden your international exposure while keeping your full-time job. 

A Truly Entrepreneurial Spirit
As a young and ambitious institution, we highly encourage innovation to keep us ahead of the 
game. For students who are interested in entrepreneurial ventures, our Entrepreneurship Center 
holds various activities every year to support these initiatives including our annual One Million 
Dollar Entrepreneurship Competition, Innovation & Entrepreneurship Training Camp and a series 
of seminars and networking activities to connect you with students from our Engineering and 
Science Schools. Be ready to explore beyond boundaries. 

No..11
*

70% +

International Course
Experience

World

No..1
*

Research Ranking
Asia

No..2
*

Top MBA Programs for Entrepreneurship
Asia

59
Companies

Represented
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Latest Class Profile

Class Size: 69

Avg. age: 32 (26-42)

Avg. years of work experience: 9 (3-18)

GMAT range*: 580-760

Non-local nationality: 17% 
No. of nationalities: 6
*Typical range 

6%
Others

2%
Accounting

7%
Purchasing/

Human Resources

10%
Finance

17%
General

Management

10%
Consulting

9%
IT/

Engineering

19%
Sales/

Marketing

20%
Logistics/

Supply Chain/
Operations

Our Class
We create a stimulating learning environment by recruiting talents from richly diverse cultural and 
professional backgrounds. Get ready for thought-stimulating discussions in which learning 
crystalizes into practical  knowledge and skills through interactions with your classmates.

Meet with Global Talent
One notable characteristic of our world-acclaimed 
MBA program is that it attracts the brightest 
minds from a wide range of industries and 
functions. Furthermore, our students are 
representing over 50 companies from different 
industries and companies, such as High Tech, 
Finance, Supply Chain, Government sector 
and others. You won’t find another Asian 
MBA program offering you such extensive 
professional exposure and connections. 

Compact Equals Impact
Our MBA is a selective program, with a 
typical annual intake of around 60 students. 
This means that you get to enjoy optimum 
class sizes that foster effective learning and 
build closer connections with your classmates. 
The maximum class size is about 60 students 
per cohort, giving each student more 
opportunities to interact meaningfully with 
our faculty members. 

Companies Represented: (partial list)

Ford Motor 

Galeries Lafayette 

GE 

Haier 

Huawei 

HNA Group 

HSBC 

IBM 

KPMG 

Medtronic 

Midea

Accenture 

Amway (China) 

BGI 

BMW

Country Garden 

CICC 

Cisco system 

DJI Tech 

Dolby

Ericsson 

Everbright Securities 

Morningstar 

Michael Kors 

NEO Capital 

Penghua Fund 

Price Waterhouse Coopers

TCL 

Tencent 

Tesla Motor 

Vivo Mobile

Walmart 

Watsons China 

And more…

I chose to join the HKUST MBA Bi-Weeky program as a complement to a new 
professional assignment in China due to its solid curriculum, superior faculty and 
strong focus on the region. It was only after the first class that a bigger picture was 
revealed to me: the power of diversity and the importance of other people in one’s 
transformational journey as an individual within a team of highly skilled leaders with 
a growth mindset. I'm happy to say that these are my classmates.

Despoina Ioannidi
Intake 2018
Head of Business Development Food Ingredients Greater China
Clariant

Every detail of the HKUST MBA program is taken care of in the most considerate way 
possible. From course design to transportation, and even meal provision, diversity 
and possibility are emphasized. There is no excuse for students not to concentrate on 
learning and sharing. I sincerely believe that if you want to experience a rigorous 
MBA, the HKUST MBA program is your absolutely best choice!

Steven Chen
Intake 2018
General Manager
HNA Tech Shenzhen
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Meet Our Students
from the Class of 
2018

Chris Pereira
Public Affairs and Communications Expert
Huawei Technologies

Robert Park
Associate Director of IT and System Architecture
Shekou International School

David Dai 
Sales Director
AEE

Chris Luan
Vice GM of Administration and Management
HNA Innovation Finance Group 

Dylan Zhao
Consultant
Accenture

Kent Tian
Customer Project Manager
Ericsson Hong Kong

Xiaolei Han
Account Manager
Cisco Systems

Susan Cheng
Dealer Training Senior Manager
Ford Motor

Demi Wen
HR Director of Talent Management
Walmart China

Joey Zhou
Senior Consultant
IBM Global Business Service

Nancy Liu
Senior Finance Manager
Watsons China

Eric Lee
Assistant Vice President
China Everbright Securities

Montana Chan
Director of Retail Learning & Development
Michael Kors

Esther Chin
Strategic Marketing Program Manager
Medtronic
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Curriculum

Immersion Program
Your MBA journey begins with a thoughtfully designed orientation program 
comprising accelerator courses, personal assessment workshops, leadership 
training and experiential learning. This self-discovery and transformational 
step that represents HKUST’s unique culture. Within just a short time, you will 
acquire sound business knowledge and become well acquainted with your 
fellow classmates to ease your full transition into the program. 

The four pillars of our Immersion Experience are as follows:

         Academic Tone Setting and Leveling

         Professional Development Preparation

         Camaraderie and Culture Building

         Program Administration and Policy Orientation

How You Will Learn
Various modes of teaching are used across different courses with the aim of 
helping you maximize your learning through our interactive exercises and 
interactions with your fellow students, faculty members and external guest 
speakers. Lectures comprise only 30% of the course content; the remainder is 
dedicated to discussions, simulations, case analyses, seminars, individual and 
group projects and class presentations. Be prepared for innovative and 
experiential modes of learning founded on real-life business cases set in both 
Asian and global business contexts. For all courses, the language of instruction 
is English.

Core & Elective Courses
The curriculum is made up of 45 credits. You can gain about 60% of the credits 
through studying the core required courses, and the remaining 40% through 
elective classes.

The learning experience at HKUST is unique. You may underestimate the 
workload for this part-time program at first, but you will find that you 
learn more than you expect, not only from the textbook or business cases, 
but also from the real-world learning shared by classmates and 
professors. You will have a very solid foundation to be a general manager 
after the core courses, and you will be able to apply your learning in your 
daily life immediately. Besides gaining hard-skills, I have also been 
inspired to adopt a new way of thinking by some passionate and 
knowledgeable professors.

Shiyang Qiu
Intake 2015
Tech Manager & Global Blackbelts
Microsoft

Year One Year Two

Fall/Winter (Dec-Jan)
MBA Accelerator,

Immersion Program,
Experiential Learning Program

Spring (Feb-May)
4 required courses

Summer (Jun-Aug)
2 required courses

Fall (Sep-Dec)
4 required courses

International Study Program 
(Optional)

Spring (Feb-May)
2 required courses 

2 electives 
International Study Program 

(Optional)

Summer (Jun-Aug)
2 electives

International Study Program 
(Optional)

Winter (Jan)
1 required course

Fall (Sep-Dec)
4 electives

Students are expected to complete the program within 24 months. The MBA 
for Professionals (Bi-Weekly Part-Time Program) operates on alternate 
weekends. A typical day of class starts at 9:30 am and ends at around 6 pm. 
This arrangement helps students balance academic, work and family commitments.

Winter (Jan)
1 required course



The HKUST MBA program has exceeded all my expectations. During the immersion 
week, I was impressed by the world-class faculty, the diversity of my classmates, 
and the pace, which pushed our potential to the maximum. It was also a unique 
opportunity to experience teamwork outside a working context. We had to conquer 
a task as a team, which almost all of us thought was a mission impossible but we all 
succeeded in the end. The graduation ceremony of the Experiential Learning Program 
was the high point of the week. My body was exhausted, but my eyes were shining. 
I have not been so passionate and excited to study for a long time. I am really 
enjoying the journey!

The HKUST Experiential Learning Program was the most extraordinary journey I have 
ever experienced. Each team, with members from diverse backgrounds, was 
assigned a case to solve. The solution had to include a proof of concept and 
persuasive financial data. The team members contributed to the process by using 
their key skills and knowledge. Seeing others’ perspectives on the problem gave me 
the opportunity to think “out of the box.” Rather than the result, the process was 
what I enjoyed the most. The experience I gained will stay with me forever.

Jamie Jian
Intake 2018
Assistant Director
BGI Research Nicolas Fan

Intake 2018
Senior Project Manager
Tencent
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Experiential Learning
At HKUST, we ensure that you apply what you learn in the workplace. A number of our 
courses are based on experiential learning, which requires you to work with actual 
companies in real-world situations. Here are some examples:

Consulting Skills for Managers
Taught by an ex-McKinsey consultant, this course requires students to work in teams on a 
consulting project with a company, conducting client meetings, site visits, management 
interviews and business presentations. You will learn the key skills that management 
consultants use to solve business problems and apply these skills in a real-world business 
challenge. All of the skills will be applicable in other professional roles. 

Business Transformation
Business transformation refers to fundamental changes in how a business operates to 
achieve dramatic improvements. With your team, you will need to identify an organization 
that is undergoing a significant transformation and provide an in-depth analysis using the 
business transformation framework learned in the course. 

Enhancing Professional Skills (EPS)
To nurture our students as future business leaders, our professors with expertise in 
consulting, marketing, finance and management will deliver the winning secrets they have 
gained from writing effective executive summaries, making persuasive elevator pitches, 
presenting financial data logically, and marketing business proposals. These are essential 
skill sets needed to excel in the MBA program.

EPS was the most valuable elective I took over the 2 years of my 
MBA. I was not only taught how to build a business and marketing 
plan; I was also trained in how to present it to potential investors. 
It was an intense week and a great team adventure. I joined the 
start-up project we worked on as a co-founder, and the story is 
continuing today. Thank you, EPS!

Marion Lucie DURIEZ
Intake 2015
Production Team Manager
Decathlon
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Academic Faculty
Our academic faculty boasts some of the best scholars from top global institutions around 
the world. Representing more than 15 countries, our elite faculty members will broaden 
your perspective on global business management and share their sharp business insights 
about Asia. Our commitment to providing world-class education has won us first place 
in Asia’s research rankings for 9 consecutive years according to the Financial Times. 
Here are the profiles of just a few of our professors:

Other Institutions Represented: 
(partial list)

Berkeley, Cambridge, Chicago, Fudan, Harvard, INSEAD, Northwestern, Oxford, 
Princeton, UCLA, Yale

Prof. Albert Ha
PhD, Stanford University
Research focus: Production and Inventory Management, 
Supply Chain Competition, Contracting and 
Information Sharing in Supply Chains

Prof. Tony Shieh
PhD, New York University, USA
Research focus: Financial Accounting, Management 
Accounting, International Accounting, Accounting 
Information Systems and Enterprise Resources Planning

Prof. Inchi Hu
PhD, Stanford University
Research focus: High Dimensional Data Analysis, 
Risk Management, Big Data in Business Analytics, 
Bioinformatics

Prof. Danyang Xie
Ph.D. University of Chicago
Research focus: Economic Growth, Money and Banking

Prof. Kristiaan Helsen 
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
MBA, Cornell University
Research focus: Competitive Marketing, Hazard Rate 
Modeling, International Marketing, New Products 
Modeling, Product Harm Crises, Empirical Modeling

Prof. Stephen Nason
PhD, University of Southern California
Research focus: International Management and Culture, 
International HRM, Organizational Learning and 
Organizational Culture
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Prof. Thian Chew
Former Executive Director, 
Goldman Sachs
MBA, Wharton
Course: Private Equity Investing

Prof. Cassian Cheung
Former President, Walmart China &
Quaker Oats Asia
MBA, Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University
Courses: Doing Business in China, Doing Business in Asia, 
Field Study Projects

Prof. Caroline Wang
Former Chief Marketing Officer & 
Chief Information Officer, IBM
MSc, Harvard University
Course: Managerial Communication

Prof. Larry Franklin
Former General Manager - Investments & 
Head Legal Counsel, Hutchison Whampoa
MBA, JD, Stanford University
Courses: Deal Making in China & Asia, Effective Negotiations, 
Managing a Venture Capital Fund, Business Law

Prof. Roger King
Former President & Chief Executive,                        
Sa Sa International Holdings
PhD, HKUST
Course: Family Business

Prof. Chris Doran
Former Director of Strategic Planning and 
Development, A.S. Watsons
MBA, INSEAD
Courses: Management Consulting, Applied Merger & 
Acquisition

Industry Faculty
We understand that practical experience is as important as theoretical 
knowledge when it comes to achieving business success, which is why we have 
lined up an impressive industry faculty comprising business veterans from 
leading global firms across different industries. Our faculty members offer a taste 
of real-life experience that you can apply to your everyday work, plus tried and 
tested industry success secrets you will not get anywhere else. Here are the 
profiles of a few of our professors:
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Entrepreneurship
A Truly Entrepreneurial Spirit
We are ranked No.2 in Asia for “Top MBA Programs for Entrepreneurship” by the Financial Times 
in 2018, and we are also the only Hong Kong Business School to be represented in the global top 
50 list. The combined strength of our Business and Engineering Schools, diversified student 
body, open and dynamic culture plus the booming economy in Asia – have all contributed to the 
positioning of HKUST as an ideal hub for nourishing startups. If you are interested in exploring 
opportunities in entrepreneurship, consider participating in the following initiatives:

Design Thinking Workshop by Google Trainers and Google X

Entrepreneurship Week (E-week)

Hackathon

Dream Builder Mentoring Program (DBMentor)

Incubator visits: Blueprint (Swire Properties), Science Park, Cyberport, HAX (Shenzhen)

Entrepreneurship Center & Entrepreneurship Club
The HKUST Entrepreneurship Center (EC) was established in 1999 to support innovation and 
entrepreneurship across the campus. The center runs a wide range of activities designed to foster 
an entrepreneurial spirit at the university level and cultivate a risk-taking value creation mindset. 
Furthermore, an Entrepreneurship Club led by our MBA students allows them to build more 
connections and gain more knowledge about the entrepreneurial landscape in Hong Kong and 
Asia. Here are some of the events that were held in 2016-17:  

HKUST One Million Dollar Entrepreneurship Competition
Entrepreneurship is not just about ideas, but about putting them into practice to realize your 
dreams. Each year our MBA students participate in this annual competition to test their start-up 
ideas. The competition judges are investors and industry experts, who will provide you with 
valuable advice and feedback throughout the course of the competition. The cash prize can be 
used as seed money to further commercialize your inventions, and the winning teams from 
HKUST also get to compete with other teams across Greater China for a more comprehensive 
learning experience.

Fosun Technopreneur Competition
Launched in 2017, the “Fosun Technopreneur Competition” is co-organized by HKUST and the 
Fosun Group, a Chinese international conglomerate and investment company. Our MBAs partner 
with students from our Engineering and Science School to participate in this exciting competition, 
which focuses on health-and-wellness-related innovations. Resources and mentorship are 
provided under this tech accelerator platform to help guide our participants in developing viable 
products to benefit the community. 

Technology Start-up Support Scheme for Universities (TSSSU)

USTAR Fund for Students 

Proof-of-Concept Fund (PCF)

Entrepreneurship Acceleration Fund (EAP)

Yeung Wing Yee Entrepreneurs Fund (YWYEF)

Funding Schemes
We also have a range of other funding schemes amounting to almost HK$ 7 million per year, that 
support start-ups created by our students and alumni: 

With little more than two decades of history, our innovative spirit has kept us ahead of the game.

Thomas Xu
Intake 2011
Founder & President
The Umbrella Insurance Agency

My journey at HKUST has helped me set well-defined targets and a big goal for my 
new career. During my exchange at Duke University, I had the opportunity to 
research FinTech development in Asia. After I came back, I decided to start my 
adventure in the online insurance technology business, which is a big “blue ocean” 
market in China. I received help from HKUST to find the right place to start. Thanks 
to the amazing alumni network, the new business developed quickly. We are now 
the leading online insurance FinTech company in China, with nearly 10 million users 
across the country. Based on my experience, I would say that if you are exploring the 
idea of studying for an MBA, HKUST is definitely the best choice.

Xiaodong Sun
Intake 2014
Vice General Manager
Shenzhen Arboo Technology

The HKUST MBA Program helped me to transition from an engineer into a management 
professional. It not only offered me business knowledge and skills, but also gave me 
a new perspective on the roles of technology and finance in company development. 
Once I met an alumni investor who encouraged me to participate in the BP competition 
with our new project. Later, I took part in the 7th Shenzhen Innovation Entrepreneurship 
Competition. Over the course of six months we went through five rounds of the 
contest. I was able to intensively apply what I had learned from the MBA program. 
Finally, our business plan was significantly improved and won Second Prize in the 
Finals. And this project successfully attracted VC, completed financing and 
developed rapidly.
During my study in HKUST, I also launched the HKUST Entrepreneurship Club, which 
connects entrepreneurial alumni and facilitates alumni to start their own businesses.
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The HKUST MBA program changed my life and gave me the courage to walk out of 
my comfort zone. I expanded my career path from professional consultant to 
investment and further to the role of CFO. My world and my horizons really changed 
a lot. From the very beginning, the program prepared me to lead. Interactions with 
peers from various backgrounds sowed the foundations. World-class faculty gave 
me the hands-on skills to deal with real-world business problems. The alumni 
network and HKUST’s reputation give me confidence when working with top-tier 
investors. It’s hard to find just one word to describe my gratitude to HKUST. I am 
proud to be an HKUST MBA.

Sunny Dong 
Intake 2017
Chief Financial Officer
Jinxin Medical InvestmentMindy Li

Intake 2017
Channel Sales Management
GE Healthcare

The HKUST MBA program has given me so much to be grateful for in my mind, 
my life, and my career. The networks of the MBA professors and alumni are so 
helpful. I learned a lot from the different opinions and experiences of my classmates 
and I made good friends for life. One-on-one career coaching inspired me to reflect 
and rethink to widen my career path. Chats over coffee with professors and alumni 
gave me fresh ideas that have helped me to discover my potential. The MBA journey 
was an unforgettable gift in my life. I am thankful for the learning, the people, and 
the memories.

HKUST is ranked No.13 in the world in terms of the global employability of our graduates, as reported by the New York Times in 2016. This global recognition is a result of the impressive success of our alumni. Building 
on the excellence of our program, our dedicated Career and Professional Development team is here to help you aim higher and further.

Career and Professional Development

Professional Workshops
We design and deliver a series of career and professional development 
workshops to help our students get on top of their game in all areas 
of their professional skills, whether its resume writing, interviewing 
skills, business etiquette or business networking. Here is a broad 
selection of the topics we cover:

- Career Marketing on LinkedIn and Social Media
- Who Gets Promoted and Why
- Advanced Resume Writing Clinic
- Salary Negotiation Tactics
- Personal Brand and Impact
- Networking for your Future
- How to Ace an iBank Interview
- Case Interview Practice for Consulting Careers
- Breaking into the Career Field of Marketing
- Brains on the Beach – Innovation in Action
and more ....

Career Coaching 
We appreciate that each student has different needs and goals, 
and we want to support you in the best way we can to make your 
aspirations fly. Our career coaches are all seasoned executives 
from different industries. They can evaluate your strengths, 
suggest areas for improvement, and work closely with you in 
formulating a customized strategy to help you succeed. 

Live Job Board
With our large alumni and corporate partner network and the need
for high performing talent around the world, the Career And 
Professional Development team leverages this network to connect
students/graduates with opportunities. These are centralized on a
specific job board for MBAs available for all students to access.

MBA Career Fair
At our annual career fair, some of the largest global organizations 
showcase their MBA hiring opportunities. Over the last 3 years, 
nearly 100 corporate partners have attended. We believe this 
flagship event gives students the opportunity to learn more about 
business roles and to build rapport with their prospective 
managers and colleagues, and the HR teams. 

And So Much More … 
Keep yourself abreast of the latest industry trends and extend your 
network through our Executive Roundtables, self-assessment tests, 
industry sharing talks and the Executive Search Firm Series, plus 
numerous other networking and mixer events. We will be your 
career fitness coaches who will help you realize your career 
aspirations. 



Exchange Program

The exchange program offers students a wonderful opportunity to gain international exposure and maximize their experience at HKUST. Students can opt for a full 
semester at one of our 60 partner schools located in nearly 20 countries. Conversely, each year you will find more than 100 exchange students from these top business 
schools on our campus. Here is a partial list of our exchange partners around the world:

For the full list of the exchange schools, please visit our website.

Europe Asia and Others

London Business School

IE Business School

IESE Business School

ESADE Business School

ESSEC - Graduate School of Management

HEC School of Management

RSM Erasmus University - Rotterdam School of Management

University of Manchester 

University of St. Gallen

China Europe International Business School

Peking University

Tsinghua University

National University of Singapore

Nanyang Technological University

Indian School of Business

International University of Japan

Australian Graduate School of Management

University of Cape Town

University of Melbourne

North America

Columbia University

Cornell University

New York University, Stern

Northwestern University, Kellogg

University of California, Berkeley

University of Chicago

University of Pennsylvania, Wharton

University of Toronto

Yale University
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Charley Wang
Intake 2015
Exchange to University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Marketing Manager, Koda Singapore

My recent exchange to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill was truly an 
unforgettable experience. It was a great time for me to recharge and reflect. My four 
months as a full-time student in the US was a clean break from life in China. 
Academically, it allowed me to concentrate 100% on my studies without interruptions 
from work obligations and gave me ample time to read course materials, write 
essays, engage fully in course assignments and interact with my professors and 
classmates. Mentally, it gave me the opportunity to reflect upon my life and plan for 
my future. I was also able to take my 8-year-old daughter along, and she really 
enjoyed being a student in a local primary school.

Sheeta Zeng
Intake 2015
Exchange to Northwestern University Kellogg
Director of Finance, Black Ant Group

My Kellogg exchange was one of the best experiences of my life. It was a journey to 
find out my true nature. I made friends with many talented young people from all over 
the world. They gave me new perspectives and showed me how much is possible in 
life. I still remember the last financial decision class, in which the professor ended 
with a touching blessing: we love using NPV to evaluate resources, but what we care 
about more is the NPV of our happiness and fulfillment. My learning has been way 
beyond mere knowledge. It has reminded me of who I am and what I want, making 
me more inclusive of diversity and confident that I can handle uncertainty in the 
future.
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Global Network Week
The Global Network for Advanced Management (GNAM) is a network of top business schools around 
the world, with prestigious names including the Yale School of Management, Berkeley Haas, IMD and 
the IE Business School. Pooling together their best resources, these schools offer short-term study 
programs with diverse topics ranging from innovation to management, entrepreneurship and social 
enterprise with the aim of grooming the business leaders of tomorrow. 

HKUST is proud to be the only GNAM member school in Hong Kong. Our GNAM membership enables 
us to give our MBA students the opportunity to study a one-week course on campus at one of these 
network schools to broaden their international mindset and exposure.

Member schools of GNAM (partial list): 

I attended the Global Network Week hosted by the Technion–Israel 
Institute of Technology in Haifa and Tel Aviv. This five-day program 
was a unique opportunity for me to gain an insightful 
understanding of Israel, a country with a truly entrepreneurial 
environment and innovative spirit. It was also a remarkable 
opportunity to learn from people from diverse backgrounds and have 
fun with fellow students from other world-class business schools.

Nicky Lin
Intake 2015
Private Equity Associate
HOPU-ARM Innovation Fund

There can never be a place as good as London to learn about Brexit and 
FinTech, particularly at this historic moment in time. I was very excited to 
have the opportunity to visit and feel the pulse of the development of 
these two key themes. Through the talks and lectures, we had many 
opportunities to engage in discussions on strategy, leadership, 
operations, and technology with politicians and executives from the 
global business world, well-known consulting firms and dynamic startups. 
They are the driving forces of the economy and collectively shaping the 
future. I was deeply impressed with the leaders’ passion and confidence 
despite the difficulties they face.

I am very grateful to the kind instructors and alumni for helping us with 
such a memorable and wonderful trip. A bonus was a visit to Oxford 
Foundry, a new entrepreneurial hub at Oxford University recently opened 
by Apple CEO Tim Cook.

Selina Zhao
Intake 2017
Marketing Manager
Accenture

International Field Trips
Nothing beats first-hand experience when it comes to understanding different markets and cultures. 
Join our Study Tour as an elective to earn credits for your MBA and learn from experienced faculty 
members as they take you to different parts of the world including Israel, India and South Africa. Local 
company visits, management talks, networking events and cultural experience sessions with local 
executives will be arranged to enable you to gauge the market situation up close and gain 
experience-based market insights. Here are a few of our recent field trips:

United States – Silicon Valley & San Francisco 
Topic: Technology & Innovation 
Company visits: IBM, Google, Facebook, Stanford University: Start-X 

Mexico 
Topic: The Interconnections Between Latin America and Asia 
Company visits: The Abraaj Group, Endeavor Mexico, eConduce, Gauss Energia 

India 
Topic: Sustainability & Rise of India 
Company visits: TATA Group, JSW Steel, Induslnd Bank, Eureka Forbes  

Israel 
Topic: Starts-up Nations 
Company visits: Light Tricks, Wibbitz, Nice System, Innovation Africa  

Korea 

Topic: The Rise of Korea – Miracle of the Han
Company visits: Hana Financial Group, Naver, Cheil, Korea Exchange

Kuala Lumpur & Ho Chi Minh City
Topic: Manufacturing & Technology Start-up
Company Visits: GE, Maxis, RMIT, TBS Group

South Africa
Topic: Doing Business in Africa
Company Visits: Barloworld Equipment, ENSafrica , Investec, Pepkor 
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Enrichment & Networking Events

Enrichment Talks
The HKUST MBA Program aims to deliver much more than just classroom 
knowledge. We offer an exciting range of self-enrichment and networking 
activities to help our students get a foot in the door in the elite business 
community. These activities will create lifetime opportunities for you to 
learn directly from real business leaders in the region.

The following are some examples of our recent enrichment talks:

CEO Series: Global Leadership 
Carlos Ghosn, President & Chief Executive Officer, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.
David Plouffe, Chief Advisor, Uber

Asian Leadership Series 
Ivan Chu, Ex-CEO, Cathay Pacific
Kenneth W. Hitchner, President of Goldman Sachs in Asia Pacific 
(Ex-Japan)

Strategy and Leadership 
Donnell Green, Managing Director, Head of Global Talent and Development, 
BlackRock

Technology and Management Executive Forum 
Bin Lin, Co-founder and President, Xiaomi Corporation

Entrepreneurship
Richard Koh, Founder of M-DAQ

Networking Events
“Work hard and play hard,” is the motto of our students, who are both competent 
learners and fun-loving individuals. Your MBA life does not end outside of campus. 
Our students often organize a range of social activities beyond the classroom, so you 
can develop close bonds with your classmates, who will become your friends and 
supporters for life. Don’t be surprised to meet lots of smart, fun and dynamic 
people who are just as amazing as you are. 
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The Campus
Just think what a world of difference a HKUST 
MBA degree will make to your career outlook, 
prospects and business network. Now imagine 
earning your MBA in a welcoming, scenic 
environment surrounded by green hilltops and 
sparkling waters. Like many of our students 
and professors, you will soon come to love our 
beautiful campus by the sea.

Your Weekend Retreat 
You can attend the bi-weekly courses on our campus. Leave the hustle of your day-to-day job 
behind and focus on your studies. It’s the perfect time and place to learn, and to develop close 
bonds with fellow classmates.

HKUST Business Building
We are housed in a new, self-contained building with state-of-the-art facilities and learning
technologies that overlooks a stunning view. MBA students can freely use our student 
lounge, spacious classrooms and breakout rooms.

Shenzhen Campus
In addition to our main campus in Hong Kong, some courses and networking activities take 
place at our HKUST Shenzhen IER Building in Shenzhen's Hi-tech Park. The different campus 
locations will facilitate networking opportunities across the borders.



Our Alumni Networks
Sometimes it is not what you know but who you know that matters. Earn a lifelong pass into our elite community of more than 20,000 alumni in over 60 
countries, forming an international network of support, experience sharing and business opportunities. We pride ourselves on developing an active, culturally 
diverse and close-knit community. There is simply no easier way to gain access to the talents and perspectives of so many different experts and industries.
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Alumni highlights:

Harry Zheng
Intake 2011
Consulting Director
Price Waterhouse Coopers

Shirley Yang
Intake 2006
HR Assistant General Manager
Tencent

A.J. Boelens
Intake 2010
Director, Strategy and Insights
The Economist



Matt Liao
Intake 2009
Vice President - Marketing
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts

Kate Yu
Intake 2002
Executive Director & General Manager
J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, Guangzhou Branch

William Mark
Intake 2006
Senior Vice President - North Asia Region
LF Beauty

Loretta Lau
Intake 2006
Head of Tax, Greater China & ASEAN
Publicis Groupe
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Suejane Chang
Intake 2010
Hypermarket Chief Marketing Officer
Walmart China

Yiping Chen
Intake 2013
Product Manager
WeBank (China)
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Admissions

http://www.mba.ust.hk/mbabw
Application Deadline

Phase 1 May 6, 2018 May 14, 2018 Jun 21, 2018

Jul 8, 2018 Jul 16, 2018 Aug 22, 2018Phase 2

Oct 7, 2018 Oct 15, 2018 Nov 9, 2018Phase 3

Interview Notification Admission Results

Admissions Requirements
We are looking for highly dynamic and talented individuals who can go beyond their limits in the 
pursuit of success. To apply to our program, you will need:

         Bachelor’s degree;

         Minimum of 3 years’ full-time work experience after graduating from your first degree; 

         Satisfactory GMAT / GRE score*; 

*Applicants with more than 7 years' full-time work experience are eligible to apply for a GMAT waiver, which is subject to approval. 

**If English was not the language of instruction for your undergraduate or postgraduate degree, you will also need to  
    provide a satisfactory TOEFL or IELTS result.

Online Application
Ready for the HKUST MBA experience? 
Submit your application online and start 
shaping your future today.

Financial Aid
Hong Kong residents may be eligible to apply for a study loan through the Government Student 
Financial Assistance Agency. Our program is also listed under the Continuing Education Fund (CEF) 
scheme, which provides a reimbursement of up to HKD10,000 for those who fulfill the criteria. 
More details are available at www.wfsfaa.gov.hk

CNS (Company Nomination Scheme)
We invite prestigious companies to join this scheme. Student from 
CNS participating companies can receive a scholarship of HKD 30,000 
for 2019 enrollment. Some of the CNS participating companies are: 

- TCL Group

- Wal-Mart China 

- DJI

- Tencent 

- HNA Group

- Lenovo Information Products (Shenzhen) Co.,Ltd

- Neophotonics (China) Co.,Ltd

- Intel China Ltd. (Shenzhen)

- Midea Group

- Maersk (China) Shipping Co. Ltd

- Damco China Limited Shenzhen BranchLocal Student Allowance
If you work and live in Hong Kong and do not require us to provide accommodation while you take 
classes in Hong Kong, you can apply for an allowance of HKD 35,000 which will be deducted from 
the tuition fee. To apply for the Local Student Allowance, applicants must provide HKID information 
and an employment letter. Once the Local Student Allowance is granted, candidates should 
arrange their own accommodation and transportation for all courses conducted in Hong Kong.




